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ABSTRACT
Magnetic clouds are defined as regions with a radial dimension
s 0.25 AU (at 1 AU) in which the magnetic field strength is high and the
magnetic field direction changes appreciably by means of rotation of one
component of B nearly parallel to a plane. The magnetic field geometry in
such a magnetic cloud is consistent with that of a magnetic loop, but it
cannot be determined uniquely. Forty-five clouds were identified in inter-
planetary data obtained near earth between 1 967 and 1 078; at least one
cloud passed the earth every three months. Three classes of clouds were
identified, corresponding to the association of a cloud with a shock, a
stream interface, or a CME. There are approximately equal numbers of
clouds in each class, and the field and plasna parameters in each class are
similar suggesting that the three types of clouds might be different
manifestations of a single phenomenon (e.g.. a coronal transient). Inter-
face-associated clouds may have been swept up by corotating streams.
3
Shock-associated clouds move faster than the other two types, which are
basically slow flows. The magnetic pressure inside the clouds is higher
than the ion pressure and the sum is higher than the pressure of the
material outside of the cloud. This implies that the magnetic clouds were
expanding even at 1 AU, and the average expansion speed is estimated to be
of the order of half the ambient Alfven speed.
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1. Introduction
The ejection of plasma and magnetic fields from active regions on the
sun was proposed by Morrison (1 g4) , who called such ejects "magnetic
clouds". Gold (1955) proposed that a magnetic cloud might be preceded by a
shock wave. The dynamics of a magnetic cloud were analyzed in a remarkable
but forgotten paper by Parker (1957). The topology of the magnetic field
in a magnetic cloud was discussed by Cocconi et al. (1 958) and Gold (1 c,59,
1962) , who suggested that the magnetic field lines form an "elongated
tongue" or "magnetic bottle" with field lines rooted at both ends in the
sun, and by Piddington (1958) , who suggested that the magnetic field lines
might "reconnect" to form a magnetic "bubble" consisting of closed field
lines. Numerous observations of magnetic fields associated with k.ransient
post-shock flows have been published, but little is 'ki.own about the
three-dimensional configuration and dynamics of the magnetic field in
magnetic clouds.
A number of authors have suggested the existence of magnetic "loops"
behind shocks on the basis of indirect measurements such as electron
temperature (Montgomery et al., 1S74),  proton temperature (Gosling et al.,
1973) , energetic particles ( e.g. , Palmer et al .. 1 S78) , and superthermal
electrons (Barre et al.. 1981), but withcut considering the magnetic field
measurements. Schatten et al. (1,068) presented some evidence for a
magnetic loop in thF IMP magnetic field measurements; Bobrov (1070)
observed a systematic variation of one component of B behind a shock whichs
he identified with amagnetic loop; and Podovkin et al. (1977. 1c7c)
offered statistical evidence for magnetic loops based on interplanetary and
solar magnetic field measurements.
Burlaga and Klein (1580) and Burlaga ct al. (1981) analyzed the
magnetic field configurations behind three shocks and found a systematic
variation in the direction of B. Specifically, they found that only two
components of B changed (in a minimum variance coordinate system) as a
cloud moved past the spacecraft. We shall call such configurations
"magnetic clouds". The condition of planarity places a strong constraint
on the geometry of the lines of force in a magnetic cloud. Nevertheless.
4it does not provide enough information to determine the configuration
uniquely from observations at ,just one spacecraft, since information on the
third dimension is not available. Burlaga et al. ( 1 981)  used data fram 5
spacecraft separated in the radial and azimuthal directions to examine the
structure of one magnetic cloud. King et al. (1 081) applied the method of
Burlaga and Klein ( 1980) to the analysis of one stream observed near earth.
The aim of this paper is to survey statistical characteristics of many
magnetic clouds, u ping data from one spacecraft ( actually a series of
isolated spacecraft) .
2. Selection and Classi fication: of Magnetic Clouds
With hour averages of the magnetic field data from 1 967 to 1978
compiled by King (1577, 1c'79) (primarily from GSFC ma gnetometers on the TMP
spacecraft) , we selected magnetic clouds using the following '-oeratiohal
definition: 1) the duration is approximately one day, correspondirU to a
characteristic dimension s 0.25 AU; 2) the magnetic field direction changes
nearly monotonically from large southern (northern) directions to large
northern ( southern) directions; 3) the mag—tic field vectors are nearly
parallel to a plane; and 4) the magnetic field strength is higher than
average. First a selection was made sub,je-',ively from I'inp l s plots of B(t)
using conditions 1, 2, and 4, and the additional ccr! ytraiit that there be
nearly complete measurements of B(t) , V(t) ( speed) , n(t) (den.!ity) , ands
T(t) (proton ten-erature) for each magnetic cloud. This procedure
identified 70 events, which provide a good statistical sample but does not
include all magnetic clouds that pa ;sod the spacecraft. We then aralyze-
B(t) in each of these events using a minimum variance analysis in order -e
select the events which satisfied condition
	 above, i.e., events for whic`i
the ratio of the intermediate to minimum eigenvalues is greater than two
( A 2 /a 3 > 2) . For each magnetic cloud. we carrier- out the r ^imum varian-
analysis (Sonnerup and C%hill, 1960 using several ron-over'apping
intervals inside the cloud and using different boundaries, anc we selpcte-+
only those events for which a consistent set of re.^ults wL-^ ^btained. in
this way we obtained a set of 45 mar retic cl=4 which are,
 th" sub;ect of
the rest of this paper.
5The operational definition of a magnetic cloud given above is based on
the characteristics of the magnetic clouds discussed by Burlaga and Klein
(1980) and by Burlaga et al. (1081). which happened to follow shocks.
However, our definition does not require the presence of a shock or any
other discontinuity. Magnetic clouds do not always follow shocks, although
same may do so.
The 45 magnetic clouds ( hereafter simply called clouds) that we
selected fall into one of the following groups:
1) cloud pr ec ed ed by a shock
2) aloud followed by a stream interface ( see Belcher and Davis, 1971;
Burlaga, 1 0,74;  and Gosling et al.. 1,078)
3) cloud associates with a CME (a region in which the plasma
temperature is anomalously low and the magnetic field strength is
enhanced-- see Burlaga et al. (1 981) .
This classification is similar to that used by Burlaga and King (1 c79) for
enhancements in magnetic field strength. The remainder of this section is
given to a discussion of examples of clouds in each class.
A cloud following a shock is shown in figure 1. The shock is
identified by the simultaneous increase in F, V, n and T p . The magnetic
cloud is identified with the 14' 33 hr interval beginning 9 hrs after the
shock, in which 161 is relatively large (magnetic field directed out of the
ecliptic) and the field strength is high. The results of the minimum
variance analysis are shown in the panels on the right of Figure 1. The
change in B takes place in a plane, and there is no significant component
of B normal to this plane. The minimum variance direction is determined
very accurately (x2 A3 = 9.9), and it is given in solar ecliptic
coordinates by $n = 195°, on = 24°. The velocity, density and temperature
profiles in Figure 1 show that the magnetic cloud was embedded in a
low-density, relatively cold stream. Such material has been identified as
flare ejecta which drive a shock (for example. see Hundhausen, 1972;
Burlaga et al . , 1X80, and references therein) . Thus, it is tempting to
identify the magnetic cloud as a loop carried away from the sun by eipeta
from a flare or some other transient.
^A
6A cloud associated with a stream interface is shown in Figure 2. The
interface is identified with the simultaneous increase in T, increase in V
and decrease in n at a time when F is maximum. The magnetic cloud is
identified with the 24-hr interval in which the magnetic field changes from
a northern direction to a southern direction and the magnetic field
strength is high. The results of the minimum variance analysis on the
right of Figure 1 show that in the cloud B(t) changes direction by rotating
in a plane (x A = 16.6), with essentially no component of B normal to
that plane. The minimum variance direction ( normal to the plane of
rotation) is nearly radial, 1n = 182° and en = - 1°. The plasma parameters
following the cloud are typical of those in corotating streams, and we may
assume that the peak in F is due to the stream interaction. The cloud
itself, however, precedes the stream, although its trailing end may ye
affected by the compression wave generated by the stream interaction. In
the cloud, the temperature is low, the magnetic field strength is high, and
the speed is near average; these are characteristics of a CME. Thus, the
cloud is a flow system distinct from the corotating stream but adjacent to
it. It is possible that the cloud was injected some distance ahead of the
stream but has been overtaken by the stream before it reached 1 AU. In
this case, there is a sector boundary between the cloud and stream. Some
of the "thick" sector boundaries observed by Klein and Burlaga (1980) might
include magnetic clouds; for example, the April, 1073 event in their
Figure 5. In general, if a magnetic cloud lies adjacent to a thin sector
boundary, the definition that Klein and Burlaga used for a sector boundary
will classify the configuration as a thick sector boundary. The problem
arises because of the high inclinations of the fie'ds in a magnetic cloud.
A magnetic cloud associated with a CME but not with an interface or
shock is illustrated in Figure ?. The CME is re-cognized as a region of low
temperature and high field strength. The bourdaries or th> cloud are
chosen on the basis of the temperature and field strength profiles. The
minimum variance aralysis shows one component
	 B(t) in 'he c=cud (P z) is
constant while the other rotates in the P X -Pv ^lan p . Thus agar only two
components of the field are changing, but now the mae.,c*i^ '. ' `el..4 line: arp
hel ical, rather than confined to a series of PPrnl', e'_ p' one.
	 t.nother
7example of a magnetic cloud which is associated with a CME but not a shock
or interface 13 shown in Figure 4. In this case the cloud is well—defined
by the variatton3 in F(t) and 9(t). In t;ie front half of the cloud the
temperature is low and F is high, indicating that it is a CME; the cloud
seems to be larger than the CME. The minimum variance analysis shows that
9 rotates close to a plane, with possibly a small component of ^ along the
minimum variance direction. This magnetic cloud precedes a sector
boundary.
3. Statistical Properties of Plane Magnetic Clouds
The 45 magnetic clouds that we selected fall into the three classes
described in the preceding section as follows: 13 clouds following shocks
(Table 1a); 16 clouds preceding stream interfaces and interaction regions
(Table 1b); and 16 clouds associated with CMEs (Table 1c). Any given
magnetic cloud is described by the minimum variance direction (e n . On ). the
magnetic field profile (especially FM and 8(t)), and plasma parameters
Mt),  n(t) and T(t)) . To study the dynamics of magnetic clouds, it is
instructive to consider the dynamical pressure (VV 2 ). the sum of magnetic
and proton thermal pressures (B2/(8A ) + nkTp) end the ratio a =
nkTp /(B2/8e). This section examines the behavior of these parameters for
each of the three classes of magnetiL clouds.
The distributions of minimum variance directions for each of the three
classes of magnetic clouds are shown in Figure 5. Consider first the
distributions of the component of the minimum variance direction in the
ecliptic plane, whose direction is given by t n . For the clouds associated
with CMEs. On is relatively close to the radial directicn (± 30 °) and
symmetric about it. For the clouds associated with shocks, to scatters
more about the radial direction. but again it is roughly symmetric about
it. However, for clouds associated with interaction regions, there is a
distinct tendency for ®n to be orthogonal to the spiral direction. Since
interaction regions associated with stream interfaces tend to be
large—scale features aligned along the spiral direction and preceding fast
streams, this result suggests that clouds associated with interfaces are
swept up and ordered by corotating streams.
8The distributions of 9n , the elevation of the minimum variance
direction with reupeet to the ecliptic plane, are also shown in Figure 5.
For all three classes of clouds, 9n is close to the ecliptic (t 30°).
There is, however, a tendency for the minimum variance direction to avoid
the ecliptic plane in clouds associated with shocks and CMS's. It is
possible that there are "magnetic clouds" in which there is little or no
variation in 9n but a large variation in #t,. Such clouds were not
considered in this study because they might be confused with narrow
sectors. The minimum variance directions for such clouds would be nearly
normal to the ecliptic plane. Thus the $n distribution shown in Figure 5
might not describe "magnetic clouds" defined more generally.
In order to compare the profiles F(r) and 9(t) for the three classes of
clouds, we produced a superposed epoch plot for each class from the
individual profiles F I (t) , e i (t) of events in that class. For example, for
the 16 clouds preceding interfaces we arranged the profiles such that the
front boundaries were aligned at t = 0 and we then computed running 6-hr
averages of F i (t) and 19 1 M . The results are shown in Figure 6. The
curve^ are the running means and the error bars are the RMS deviations
divided by the square root of the number of events for successive 6-hr
intervals. For this discussion we take the duration of a cloud to be 24
hours, and the behavior of F(t) and 19(t)l in the clouds is indicated by
the shaded regions in Figure 6.
As expected from our selection criteria, F(t) and Ie(t) I are high
inside the clouds relative to the values outside. Significantly. the
maximum strength of B is the same for all three classes of clouds. s 12 nT.
For clouds associated with CMEh, the enhanced field strengths are confined
to the clouds. For clouds associated with shocks, the field strength is
enhanced somewhat for several hours ahead of the cloud, probably because of
shuck compression. The field strength and 19(t) ; are enhances for more
than 24 hours after the passage of the front boundaries of the
shock-associated clouds suggesting that these clouds are larger than
CME-associated clouds. For clouds associated with interfaces, the field
strength is not enhanced ahead of the cloud, but it is enhanced hehind the
cloud owing to the interaction region which follows 1^he ^loud.
9Superposed-epoch plots of Wt) , n(t) end T p (t) for the three classes of
clouds are shown in Figure 7. Consider the 71ouds associated with CMEs.
The speed of these clouds is essentially that of the quiet sol :-r wind; they
are at rest relative to the slow solar wind in which they are embedded.
The density in those clouds is somewhat higher than average, s 11/cm3,
while the temperature is low, s 4 x 104OK. Now consider the
interface-associated clouds. They are followed by fast streams of hot,
low-density plasma typical of the corotating streams that are related to
interfaces. Near the rear boundary the temperature, density and speed are
enhanced owing to the compression wave from the interaction region. Thus
the cloud characteristics are represented by the first r 12 hours of data
after T = 0. One finds low speeds (f 400 km/s), low temperatures (to s 4 x
104 OK) and densities higher than average (o 14/cm 3 ) . Note that the clouds
which precede interfaces closely resemble those asJOciated with CMEs, if
one disregards the effects of the compression waves on the former. This
suggests that the two classes of clouds actually represent only one type of
object. In this view both classes of clouds are, cold regions with strong
fields rotating in two dimensions. Those associated with interfaces
presumably originated near coronal hales which produced streams that follow
interfaces, and they were subsequently swept up by the streams.
The plasma parameter profiles for the shock-associated clouds resemble
those for the two classes of clouds described above in that the temperature
falls to low values (.r 5 x 10 4 OK) and the density is ',Pr 10/cm 3 . However,
the speeds of these clouds (s 450/km/ s) are higher than those of the CME
and interface-associated clouds. The shock-associated clouds appear to be
moving faster than the ambient solar wind ahead whereas the other types of
clouds are not. Possibly this relative motion is driving the shock. This
suggests that all three classes of magnetic clouds might represent
essentiall y the same type of physical structure, the stock-associated
clouds differing from the other two classes primarily in that they are
moving relative to the flow ahead of them. Of course, the shock itself
produces some differences ir. the density and temperature profiles ahead of
the clouds (see Figure 7) but these are not fundamental characteristics of
the cloud a.
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Let us restate the hypotheses arrived at in the preceding paragraphs.
It was suggested that there is predominantly just one type of magnetic
cloud, a cold region with strong 3patially ordered fields represented most
clearly by the clouds associated with CMEs. Some slow clouds happen to be
overtaken by fast, corotatin; streams and are thus associated with
interfaces and modified somewhat by a compression wave from the stream
interaction. Other clouds are advancing relative to the ambient solar
wind, and the relative motion at sane point along the trajectory is fast
enough to produce a shock wave; these clouds are thus classified as
shock-associated clouds.
This picture is supported by the behavior of the dynamical quantities F.
nkT P/( B2 /8W) , P2 = (B2/8 * ) . nkTp , and M = pV 2
 shown in the superposed
epoch plots in Figure 8. For all three classes of clouds, B is low: .r 0.2
± 0.1 in CME's, s 0.3 ± 0.2 behind shocks, and ^r 0.5 ± 0.2 ahead of
interfaces. The pressure profiles are particularly interesting. In all
three types of clouds, the proton pressure is 2 to 3 times the ambient
value ( s 6 x 10-1p dynes/cm 2 ) , which means that the clouds are probably not
in equilibrium with the ambient solar wind. For example, the pressure in
clouds associated with CME's is much higher than that ahead of or behind
the clouds, so they will tend to expand, e •/en though they have no radial
bulk motion relative to the surrounding solar wind. The expansion is
primarily normal to B, since g << 1. This expansion will tend to cool thes
plasma, and may be a cause of the low temperatures observed in these
clouds. These clouds are clearly not equilibrium structures much as those
discussed by Rosenberg and Coleman (1 0.80) and Akawfu !' ^ 17 c^  , and they are
unl ke interaction regions in which the pressure r.radient is balanerd by a
gradient in momentum flux (Burlage and Ogilvie, ' c"N. The situation is
similar in the other two cl a °s . s of clouds, except that V Pr i 5 an
additional pressure peak ahead of the .3hock-associated clo y':' owing to
shock compression, and there s a pressure Desk behind the
inter ` •+ce-a^sJ _a ?d cloudz owirg .c
	
c.,	 . '--
White light observations of the solar corona have revealed transients
(coronal mass election events) moving away from the sun with speed of the
order of 400 km/3 at 5 Ro , and there is evidence that -many have the fo~m of
loops which expand as the transients move outward ()Lnzer, 1078; Amer and
t_	 Pneuman, 1081; Pneuman, 1960, 1981: Mouschovias and Poland, 107R; MacQueen,
1980). Since they move faster than the escape speed, and since there is no
evidence that they return to the sun, one expects to see these transients
in the solar wind. However, only one transient has been related to an
interplanetary event (Goslirg et al., 1074) and in that case only the
interplanentary shock was observed, not the transient ejects. It is
reasonable to ask whether the magnetic clouds that we have described are
related to coronal mass ejection _vents. Two approaches are possible:
direct correlation between magnetic clouds and solar features corresponding
to coronal transients, and a comparison of the physical properties of
magnetic clouds with those of coronal transients. Let us consider the
second approach.
The speeds of the magnetic clouds at 1 AU are approximately 400-450
km/ 3. This is close to the average speed of mass ejection *-*vents reported
by Rust et al. (1 979), as 474 km/ s. and it is within the range of speeds
reported by Poland et al. (1080). The mass of a magnetic cloud can be
estimated from the observed density (p, .- 10/cm 3 ) and size (L ,r 0.25 AU).
The average diameter of the magnetic cloud is greater than its average
measured length. since a spacecraft does not always intercept a cloud along
its largest dimension; we shall take the diameter to be s 1. 1,51. p 0.4 AU.
corresponding to random interception of spheres. Thus. the mass of i
magnetic cloud is of the order of (10/cm 3 ) (4R/3) (0.2 x 1.5 x 1 0 13 01-0 3
(1.7 x 10-24g) = 2 x 10 15 g. This is comparable to the mass of a coronal
transient: Hildntr (1077) reported an av •-age mass of 6 x 10 15g and Poland
et al. (1 c,80) reported an average of 8.5 a 10159•
The average magnetic field strength in a magnetic cloud at 1 AU is
,r 12nT and the field is highly inclined with respect to the ecliptic.
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Thus, us1nl nux conl~rvat1on Ind the obHrved liz .. of a cloud at 1 AU, we 
est1mate that th~ field stren8th 1n a m'lneUc cloud at 2 Ro 1 • .,. 12 (0.2 x 
215 R /1R )2 ~ 0.2 G. Dulk et .1. (1976) estim.ted th.t B .,. 10 1n one 
o 0 --
tr.n.1ent .t 2 Ro ' wh1ch is nearly of the AllIe order of' maan1tude .s our 
estimate for ma,netic cloud I. 
We identifhd 70 olo1Jd1 1n .,. 11 yearl of d.t.. Correctins for the d.ta 
laps, this lIIplie. the order of 0.5 to 1 cloud/month. Tr~n.1.enta are 
obaerYid n~ar the am at • rate of .,. 1-3/cby WUdner, 1 '117: Poland .!! .1., 
1980) • Th~ probab1lity of intercepUns • trln s1ent 1 s of the order of' 
(0.25/2.) : 0.04. Hence one exp~ots to se~ them at 1 AU at a rate of .,. 
1/25 days to ". 3/25 days, wh1ch 1 IS of' the same order of malnitude as the 
rate at which cl')uds are observed. 
W~ conclude t.hat the observed mass, field strenlth and (\'.:currence rate 
of magnetic clouds is consistent with th~ corr~spondln, numbers for coronal 
mass ejection events, to order of magnitude. Thus, our ' observations do not 
preclude the possibil1ty t.hat magnetic clouds Ire coronal :IIass ejection 
events. Clearly it would be worthWhil~ tc, s~8rch for p dir~~. association 
between a coronal transient and a !I'Iagn~tic C oud. Thi3 is not possibl~ 
with data from earth-orbitini spacecraft because transients are observed 
only near the limbs while th~ phsna t:,at is seen CCA'IIU from near central 
mer lei ian. 
We noted that the ubserved "s1z~" of a magn@'tic clol.d is typically 
.,. 0.25 AU and w~ ir~rerred a radius of' .,. 0.2 AU for 8 spherical cloud at 
1 AU. Thls obvlously implies that the radius of cloud increases 
considerably a ,) it moves from the sun t.o 1 AU and w@' mJJY asi< if th~ 
required expansio:1 rate is reasonable. Suppose that beyond'" 5 Ro the 
cloud expands at a speed equal to the local ambient Alfven speed, VA1 (r) 1/2 2 2 1/2 
.,. B(r)/Ph per»~ • Takin, 6 : 8,(r,lr) · (~ + rlr ) end VA,/V .,. 0.', 
one rinds that the radius cor I oloud It 1 AU is .,. 0.4 AU. Tnis is n@.rly 
twice the observed red1us, IMplying that the actual expans1C1 speed is of 
the order or VA,/2, which is a reasonable rate. This rat imp !.~ :; ",hat t h 
relat1Y~ now owing to expansion is subsmic, her:ce ambi n~ eStIll c · n 
acoomModate the ~lpan~1on of the c l~ 1 withou t h~ ror~a~ ' ~ ~f 
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Thus, the motion of a cloud in interplanetary space may be relatively
simple when its center of mass moves subsonically with respect to the
ambient flow. The th-r:t + cal study of such subsonic flows in the solar
wind has been neglected.
5. Summary
We have investigated the statistical characteristics of magnetic
clouds observed in the interplanetary medium near earth. R magnetic cloud
is defined here as a structure which moves past a spacecraft in
approximately one day. and in which the magnetic field strength is higher
than average and the magnetic field direction changes nearly monotonically
from large southern (northern) to large northern ( southern) directions. In
particular we identified and described 45 magnetic clouds in which one
component of B changes direction by rotating parallel to a plane while the
component of B normal to that plane is either constant or zero. Such
clouds are not uncommon, being observed near earth at the rate of at least
one every three months, averaged over a solar cycle.
We identified and described three classes of magnetic clouds: 1) cloud
preceded by a shock: 2) cloud followed by a stream interface, and 3) cloud
associated with a CME. There were approximately equal numbers of clouds in
each class. The minimum variance directions for clouds associated with
CME's and for those associated with shocks scattered about the radial
direction as one would a%, pect for a transient "projectile". By contrast,
the minimum variance directions in clouds associated with interfaces tend
to be normal to the spiral direction, suggesting that those clouds are
aligned along the spiral by virtue of their association with streams that
follow interfaces.
In superposed epoch plots, the maximum field strength is sound to be
approximately the same for each class of clouds, viz. s 12 nT. Similarly,
the temperatures are low (s u x 104 OK) and the densities are somewhat high
(10-14/ec) in all three types of clouds. These results suggest that the
three types of clouds might be simply different manifestations of a single
phenomenon. The clouds associated with shocks move with respect to the
E
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ambient flow, and this motion might be responsible for the shock. The
other two classes of clouds have no motion with respect to the plasma
ahead. Interface—associated clouds might simply be CME's that have been
swept up by streams.
In all three classes of clouds, the pressure is higher than the ambient
pressure, and the magnetic field provides the dominant contribution, at
least in the center of the cloud. Thus, the clouds are not stationary;
they must be expanding. An expansion rate of approximately half the
ambient Alfv6n speed would account for the observed size of the clouds.
Such motion might also be a cause of the low temperature observed in
magnetic clouds. Expansion would imply relatively high magnetic field
strengths and densities near the sun.
The observed physical cheracteristics of magnetic clouds and their rate
of occurrence suggests that many or all of the clouds might be related to
coronal mass eject events (solar transients) that have been observed in
white light data. Further studies are needed to evaluate tfii: hypothesis.
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TABLE 1(a)
t
? Magnetic Cloud following a Shock
r
Start Stop A21X3 s e 0(YR-DAY-HR) (YR-DAY-HR)
67 -	 12-21 67 -	 14-07 9.9 91 24 1095
67 - 363-15 68 -	 0-09 29.0 99 21 177
68 -	 26-09 68 -	 27-06 4.8 46 2 106
69 - 237-12 69 - 238-06 21.0 102 19 195
72 -	 20-03 77 -	 21-00 2.5 72 33 216
72 -	 32-05 72 -	 33-19 15.0 79 30 214
72 -	 81-03 72 -	 81-18 2.9 138 24 137
72 - 305-02 72 - 306-00 15.5 72 19 196
73 - 102-00 73 - 103-04 3.2 106 -27 144
73 - 140-04 73 - 140-21 1.9 119 43 165
74 - 284-12 74 - 285-22 2.9 88 5 170
78 -	 3-10 78 -	 4-20 2.3 70 14 240
78 -	 92-18 78 -	 93-15 4.9 82 1 204
19
TABLE 1(b)
Magnetic Cloud Preceding an Interaction Region
Start Stop a2/a3 s 8(YR-DAY-HR) (YR-DAY-HR)
68 —	 57-18 68 —	 58-12 6.4 111 22 169
68 — 176-18 68 — 177-11 5.3 78 2 190
69 -	 22-18 69 -	 23-21 4.4 62 14 201
71 -	 97-10 71 -	 98-03 3.2 46 -32 180
72 -	 14-12 72 -	 15-01 13.8 37 -8 180
72 -	 40-03 72 -	 40-21 8.4 55 29 213
73 -	 19-11 73 -	 20-11 6.0 100 46 214
73 -	 63-03 73 -	 64-03 4.1 111 0 173
73 - 89-21 73 -	 91-00 16.6 07 -1 182
73 - 178-20 73 - 179-12 10.8 91 2 231
73 - 206-00 73 - 207-03 6.2 97 43 221
74 -	 23-00 74 -	 24-06 6.5 00 -8 221
75 -	 85-07 75 -	 85-22 6.6 74 -45 147
75 -	 109-11 75 - 110-07 6.3 107 4 2.26
76 - 341-06 76 - 342-00 3.3 86 40 217
78 -	 51-12 78 -	 52-0 0, 16.8 86 -29 2.14
20
Magnetic Cloud Aaaociated with a CME
Start Stop A2/a3 s e
(YR-DAY-HR) (YR-DAY-HR)
67 — 348-21 67 — 350-00 9.9 105 —8 152
68 —	 1-03 68 — 002-15 9.7 102 —2 199
69 —	 62-18 69 —	 63-10 21.0 76 —12 152
71 - 173-14 71 - 175-16 17.5 93 -7 185
72 —	 47-06 72 —	 48-21 9.0 103 —11 191
72 -	 86-17 72 -	 87-18 8.8 85 -26 187
72 - 107-21 72 - 108-12 13.5 98 18 174
72 - 331-00 72 - 333-00 4.0 106 -14 117
73 - 268-00 73 - 269-06 15.0 36 1 212
73 — 324-15 73 — 325-05 21.0 89. —7 160
75 - 144-17 75 - 146-00 5.6 70 -31 206
75 - 212-03 75 - 213-00 17.2 86 -13 171
75 - 320-00 75 - 321-05 11.6 131 -26 1.64
77 — 155-03 77 — 156-00 4.9 71 —33 208
77 — 268-21 77 — 270-03 16.4 83 — 14 184
78 —	 15-12 78 —	 17-12 6.9 103 34 186
21
FIGURE CAPTIONS
F	
FIGURE 1	 An example of a magnetic cloud preceded by a shock. The
cloud boundaries were chosen primarily on the basis of the
8(t), TM and B(t) profiles. The hodogram s on the right are
projections of B on the plane of maximum variance (X—Y plane)
and on the Z—Y plane, where Z is the m + nimum variance
direction and X is the maximum variance direction. The
angles a and 0 in the figure on the left are the solar
ecliptic latitude and longitude, respectively. The numbers
on the bottom right give the ra.io
 of the intermediate to
maximum eigenvalue (a2/a3 ) and the minimum variance direction
(en , On).
FIGURE 2
	 A magnetic cloud followed by a stream interface and a sector
boundary.
FIGURE 3
	 A magnetic cloud associated with a CME (a cold region in
which the magnetic field strength is enhanced).
FIGURE 4	 A magnetic cloud associated with a CME and a sector boundary.
FIGURE 5
	
The minimum variance directions for the three classes; of
clouds, in solar ecliptic coordinates. The number of events
in each category is N.
FIGURE 6	 A superposed epoch analysis of the field strength and the
magnitude of e. The results were obtained by aligning the
front boundaries of the clouds (time zero) and averaging
successive 6—hour intervals in the time series. The error
bars are errors in the mean, (RMS/ N). The rear boundaries
are only approximate.
FIGURE 7	 A superposed epoch analysis of the speed, density and
temperature.
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FIGURE 8
	 A superposed epoch analysi c of 6, the total pressure and the
momentum flux.
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